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Most visiting birders appear to visit Estonia in the spring as evidenced by the number of trip reports 

posted on the net. Gosney in his paperback guide Finding Birds in Estonia makes virtually no 

comment of any winter birding sites and Gorman in Birding in Eastern  Europe again barely 

mentions winter birding. Both guides provide no information on the Undva peninsula or Küdema 

Laht, the main wintering sites for Steller’s Eider in NW Saaremaa Island. A few tour companies have 

started to offer short late winter trips to Saaremaa to see the wintering flocks of sea-ducks namely 

Naturetrek & Wise Birding Holidays so we decided to try our own trip in early March to the same 

sites. 

 

Flights:  

There were a number of options for us to consider to fly into Tallinn namely: 

Air Baltic from Gatwick via Riga 

SAS from Heathrow via Stockholm 

KLM from either Cardiff or Bristol via Amsterdam 

EasyJet from Gatwick or Ryanair from Stanstead 

In the end we opted for British Airways/Finnair via Helsinki as it gave us the maximum time on the 

ground for the most reasonable cost. 

 

Accommodation: 

We stayed at three locations over 5 nights.  

At Loona Manor Guesthouse on Saaremaa we opted for the 14 bed ‘Nature House’ in the guesthouse 

grounds as it allowed us to come & go as we pleased. It was not unlike bird observatory 

accommodation with a large bedroom with bunkbeds and a smaller bedroom upstairs. There was a 

small kitchen which was fine for the 4 of us although we did eat in the main house one evening. 

The Tamme Hostel in Haapsalu was basic but fine whilst the Hommiku Hostel in the centre of Parnu 

was not unlike a Travelodge. 

The hostels were booked through the www.booking.com website whilst Loona Manor was booked 

direct at www.loonamanor.ee/ 

 

Diary: 

2nd March. After arriving at Tallinn we collected the estate car from Alamo and headed west. There 

was a little snow on the ground and the fields were clearly still frozen but the temperature was 4C. 

We made a few stops on the two hour drive to Haapsalu and recorded Great Grey Shrike, three 

groups of Waxwing (89), Red Crossbill (2) and Nuthatch. We drove through Haapsalu to Rohukula 

ferry port where the best birds were Goosander (6) on a small area of ice free sea.     

Overnight, Tamme Hostel, Haapsalu. 
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3rd March. Overnight the weather had become windier with some rain & sleet which continued for 

most of the day. After an early breakfast we drove to Virtsu and caught the  

09.05 ferry seeing 5 White-tailed Eagles and 500+ Long-tailed Ducks on the 30 minute crossing to 

Kuivastu on Muhu Island. There are 15 weekday sailings (first at 05.35) & 13 weekend sailings (first 

at 07.55). For an up to date timetable and fares visit www.praamid.ee/. 

We crossed the causeway onto Saaremaa Island where a further two White-tailed Eagles and a 100+ 

Whooper swans were sat on the ice. We then headed across the island to Kihelkonna. From the 

parking area outside the lodgings we saw Hawfinch (9) and a flock of Bullfinches (21). After 

dropping off the bags we headed straight out to Undepanga laht on the Undva Peninsula seeing a 

Black Woodpecker on the way at Kurevere.  

We spent the rest of the day viewing the sea either side of the point at Undva nina but predominantly 

in Undepanga laht. Unfortunately due to the choppy waters viewing conditions were poor and 

although DRWG had a group of 21 Steller’s Eider drop into the middle of the bay we only had good 

views of a single female. The supporting cast was however pretty good with Scaup (550), Goldeneye 

(1000), Velvet Scoter (70) and Long-tailed Duck (2000). 

Overnight, Loona Manor Naturehouse. 

 

 

http://www.praamid.ee/


4th March. Thankfully the wind had dropped overnight and we woke to crisp, calm, cloudy 

conditions. We headed north-east to the western side of Küdema laht and the harbour at Saaremaa 

sadam. In the flat conditions we quickly picked out some Steller’s Eiders loafing with other diving 

ducks a few hundred metres offshore. Over the next hour we noted 46 males & 19 females along 

with Long-tailed Duck (1000), Scaup (20), Velvet Scoter (20), Goosander (30) & Red-breasted 

Merganser (80). A little further north at the village of Tagaranna we had a Black Guillemot offshore 

and short distance away at Ninase pank, a group of 56 Common Scoter.  

On the way back to Loona GH for lunch we had a group of 25 Whooper Swans and some early 

migrants in the shape of Starling (15) and Sky Lark (100) and 4 Tree Sparrow’s in Kihelkonna 

village. 

The afternoon was again spent on the Undva Peninsula. A Great Grey Shrike was seen at the turning 

off the tarmac onto the gravel track at Tagamolsa. Finally on the flat calm bay of Undepanga laht we 

found the Steller’s flock, with small numbers coming and going. A maximum count of 100 birds was 

recorded along with Scaup (1600), Velvet Scoter (100), Long-tailed Duck (3000), Black-throated 

Diver and Whooper Swan (16). In some scrub at the southern end of the bay we had 7 Long-tailed 

Tits of the beautiful white-headed form. 

A flock of 19 Waxwings rounded off the day on the way back to the guest house. 

Overnight, Loona Manor Naturehouse. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

5th March. The wind direction had changed to a more easterly direction, the cloud had cleared 

overnight and we awoke to a hard frost of -3C. We left Loona and headed across the two islands to 

the ferry seeing Stock Dove, White-tailed Eagle and Great Grey Shrike on the way. With the colder 

conditions and the change of wind, the whole passage back to the mainland was ice bound with 

hardly any open water so consequently the sea duck had largely moved on. 

We headed south-east towards Parnu seeing 11 male Black Grouse and a White-tailed Eagle near 

Tuhu on the way. After dropping off the bags in Parnu we headed south toward the Latvian border 

and the forest tracks to the east of Häädemeeste. Here, over the next few hours we had Black 

Woodpecker (2), Grey-headed Woodpecker (2), Middle-spotted Woodpecker and Long-tailed Tit (6) 

but Hazel Grouse and any owls eluded us. 

Overnight, Hommiku Hostel, Parnu.   

 

 

 
 

 

6th March. Today we headed back to the forest tracks near Häädemeeste where the temperature 

started off at -4C and really did not get above freezing all day. Golden Eagle and Lesser-spotted 

Woodpecker were the best birds supported by at least 2 ‘Northern’ Treecreepers, 5 Marsh Tits, a 

couple of Nuthatches and a flock of 35 Yellowhammer. We then decided to visit the Nigula Bog area 

but only managed a Great Grey Shrike and an unseasonal Golden Plover. A flock of 17 Stock Doves 

near Kabli rounded off a rather cold day. 

Overnight, Hommiku Hostel, Parnu.   

 



 
 

 

7th March. On our final day we woke up to a few inches of snow. We decided to take a slight detour 

on our way back to Tallinn and revisit the Tuhu area seeing yet another White-tailed Eagle on the 

way. Just before reaching the turn-off to Tuhu Bog we found a large flock of 40 Black Grouse in a 

roadside field equally split between males & females and a Great Grey Shrike close by. Despite 

spending some time searching for White-backed Woodpecker we came up blank, again! 

Both White-tailed Eagle and Great Grey Shrike made the notebooks as we headed from Lihula back 

to Tallinn but by far the best bird of the day was a Spotted Nutcracker near Turba. 

 
Photos, Paul Parsons. 

Mike Powell, Cardiff, March 2017. 
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